Casing and Tubing Services
Pipe Pros, Inc. was formed in July 2009 in the heart of the drilling downturn, to fill a void for an organization with highly experienced, well trained personnel and brand new equipment, to properly handle your very expensive casing and tubing strings.

What sets us apart?  
- Years of Experience  
- New Equipment

Mission Statement: **Pipe Pros is committed to providing the very best value for casing and tubing running services, by utilizing brand new, top of the line equipment and hand picked, experienced personnel.**

### Casing Services

Pipe Pros offers the most efficient and cost effective casing running systems. Our crews are experienced in every situation, deep water, shelf, high pressure/temperature.

### Casing Fill-Up Tools

The Pipe Pros Fill and Circulate Tool offers operators the safest and most efficient means to fill or circulate casing strings at desired rates as they are being run. In the fill position, fluid is pumped through the mandrel and the mud saver valve as the casing is being lowered into the well. In the circulate position, the sealing element, slightly larger than the ID of the casing, is lowered into the casing and forms a seal between the Tool and the casing. Pressure applied to the casing for fluid circulation causes the fluid to enter an area behind the sealing element, energizing it to seal against fluid bypass.

- For casing sizes 4-1/2” through 20”.
- Can be configured for fill and circulate or reverse flow.
- Seals internally allowing use with collared or flush pipe.

### Handling Equipment

Pipe Pros owns all brand new, certified, casing handling equipment, including slip-grip spiders and elevators, air operated systems, side door elevators, and split spiders.

### Pickup/Laydown Services

Pipe Pros offers custom built “B/C” type pick-up and lay-down machines to safely and efficiently pick up and lay down your casing and drill pipe.

### Power Tongs

Pipe Pros owns a fleet of brand new, top of the line casing tongs capable of handling diameters up to 20”

### Power Units

Pipe Pros Power Units are designed for four point lifts, with air starters, spark arresting mufflers, large hydraulic reservoirs, and integral fluid coolers. Units are offshore compliant.

- 4-Cylinder Deutz  
- 6-Cylinder Deutz  
- Four Point Lift  
- Air-Start  
- Moving Parts Fully Caged  
- 75’ Hydraulic Hoses  
- New Models include integral hydraulic oil coolers  
- Offshore ready
Tubing Services
Pipe Pros has assembled a team of tubing running specialists that have worked together for up to 30 plus years, in order to provide you with the best value for your dollar.

Hydraulic Tongs
Pipe Pros fleet of tongs is all brand new, state of the art, equipment with integral back-ups, safety interlock systems, and all can be dressed with non-marking dies, for special alloy tubing. Tongs available for diameters down to 1.25”.

Chrome Handling Inserts
We have grit faced inserts for all tongs, elevators, slips, etc. to provide a non-marking grip on all your special alloy tubing strings.

Torque Monitoring Systems
Pipe Pros utilizes the WinCatt torque monitoring systems to provide the most accurate make-up and control of your tubing connections. Our technicians are highly trained and experienced in handling delicate tubing connections. All units are calibrated and tested before each and every job. Records are provided for your well files.

Hydraulic Tubing Catwalks
Pipe Pros owns a large fleet of Little Tripper hydraulic tubing catwalks to safety pick-up or lay down tubing strings. Units are coated to protect special alloy tubulars and may be run remotely to keep operators out of harms way.

Tubing Handling Equipment
Pipe Pros owns all brand new, certified, tubing handling equipment including air operated spiders, dual tools, slip grip elevators and all can be dressed with non-marking grit faced dies for your chrome and other special alloy tubing.

Safety
Pipe Pros is a member of national recognized safety compliance programs such as:
- ISNetworld
- PEC-Premier

Our safety training program ranges from basic First-Aid to Equipment Safety to ensure that the employees are equipped with the proper knowledge necessary to work in a clean and safe environment. Safety Courses and Programs utilized for training employees include:
- Safety-U on-line accredited courses
- PEC-Premier (Basic Plus Orientation & Core Compliance)
- Industrial Safety Training Council

We also have an In-House certified instructor in PEC-Premier (Basic & Core compliance) on staff.